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Finally in 2015, an ancient mystery was solved, and a cornerstone of the NLP model gained a foothold in science ... but very few people noticed, even in the NLP community itself.

The History of the NLP Theory on Sensory Systems and Eye Movements

For 1000 years, people have noticed that the movement of the eyes up, down and to the sides is correlated with thinking. In a treatise called On the difference between spirit and soul, Qusta ibn Luqa (864-923) combined Nemesius' ventricular localization doctrine with the Roman physician Galen's account of a worm-like part of the brain that controls the flow of animal spirit between the middle and posterior ventricles. Ibn Luqa wrote that people who want to remember look upwards because this raises the worm-like particle, opens a passage, and enables the retrieval of memories from the posterior ventricle of the brain. People who want to think, on the other hand, look down because this lowers the particle, closes the passage, and protects the spirit in the middle ventricle from being disturbed by memories stored in the posterior ventricle. Qusta ibn Luqa al-Ba'Ba'albaki, i. e. from Baalbek or Heliopolis, in Lebanon, a Melkite Christian of Greek origin, lived in Baghdad. He was a philosopher, physician, mathematician and astronomer. His work was recorded by the Moslem scientist Ibn al-Nadim (Ibn al-Nadim 1871, page 234).

It was a millennium later that the same phenomenon was noticed by the developers of psychology in the west. In 1890, psychologist William James had already defined four key types of "thought". He said (1950, Volume 2, p58) "In some individuals the habitual "thought stuff", if one may so call it, is visual; in others it is auditory, articulatory [verbal], or motor [kinesthetic]; in most, perhaps, it is evenly mixed." James touches repeatedly on the issue of the eye movements which accompany and can be used as cues for sensory accessing. At one stage he quotes (Volume 2, p50) Fechner's "Psychophysique", 1860, Chapter XLIV. "In imagining, the attention feels as if drawn backwards towards the brain." Describing what happens when he himself visualizes, James adds (James, Volume 2, p65): "All these images seem at first as if purely retinal. I think, however, that rapid eye movements accompany them, though these latter give rise to such slight feelings that they are almost impossible of detection."

Research identifying the neurological bases for these different types of "thought" began to emerge in the mid twentieth century. Much of it was based on the discovery that damage to specific areas of the brain caused specific sensory problems. A. Luria (1966) identified separate areas associated with vision, hearing, sensory-motor activity, and speech (the latter isolated on the dominant hemisphere of the brain). Evidence that eye movements were
correlated with the use of different areas of the brain emerged in the 1960s (amongst the earliest being the study by M. Day, 1964).

In their 1980 presentation of NLP, Dilts, Grinder, Bandler and DeLozier (1980, p 17) suggest that all human experience can be coded as a combination of internal and external vision, audition, kinesthesia and olfaction/gustation. The combination of these senses at any time (VAKO/G) is called a 4-tuple. Kinesthetic external is referred to as tactile (somatosensory touch sensations) and kinesthetic internal as visceral (emotional and proprioceptive). The developers of NLP then suggested (1980, p 75) that auditory representation can be usefully divided into digital (verbal) and tonal. Auditory digital is described as a class of secondary experience, run from the dominant hemisphere of the brain and metacommenting on the other types of experience.

The developers of NLP proposed that each sensory system was run by a separate area of the brain, and cues to its access were given by a particular eye movement pattern (1980, 81). The person’s representing of their experience in a particular language could be identified by the words (predicates) they use to describe their subject. For example, someone might say "I see what you mean." visually, "I've tuned in to you." auditorally, or "Now I grasp that." kinesthetically. The standard NLP diagram of accessing cues shows that auditory digital is actually placed on the left side (suggesting that all the accessing cues on that side may correspond to the dominant hemisphere, where verbal abilities are known to be processed). The NLP eye cues model places auditory digital down, opposite kinesthetic, rather than level, opposite auditory tonal. Howard Gardiner argues that verbal thought should not be called "auditory", as it is an entirely separate form of intelligence. He points out that the same area of the brain used by hearing people to generate verbal language is used by deaf people to generate sign language (Gardiner, 1993, p 52).

In the field of NLP the ability to distinguish left from right has been of great interest because it is central to the condition "dyslexia". The NLP solution to dyslexia has been twofold (Blackery, 1996, p 153-155). Firstly to retrain the person’s recognition of left and right. Secondly to teach the person to use a Visual Recall spelling strategy (looking up left and picturing the word as it has been seen before).
Psychologists try to disprove the theory

In 2012 Psychology researcher Richard Wiseman published research about the NLP Eye Movement Hypothesis. Unfortunately, the hypothesis he chose to study is not the one that NLP discovered, nor the one referenced in their NLP references. It is their own theory, stated at the start of his abstract:

"Proponents of Neuro-Linguistic Programming (NLP) claim that certain eye-movements are reliable indicators of lying. According to this notion, a person looking up to their right suggests a lie whereas looking up to their left is indicative of truth telling. Despite widespread belief in this claim, no previous research has examined its validity. In Study 1 the eye movements of participants who were lying or telling the truth were coded, but did not match the NLP patterning. In Study 2 one group of participants were told about the NLP eye-movement hypothesis whilst a second control group were not. Both groups then undertook a lie detection test. No significant differences emerged between the two groups. Study 3 involved coding the eye movements of both liars and truth tellers taking part in high profile press conferences. Once again, no significant differences were discovered. Taken together the results of the three studies fail to support the claims of NLP. The theoretical and practical implications of these findings are discussed."

Wiseman et alia found that this hypothesis, misnamed by them as a claim by proponents of NLP, is incorrect. That's very good news for NLP, which has as a field always cautioned that eye movements tell us which area of the brain is being accessed, and tell us nothing about whether the access is true to facts or not true to facts. Below their attention grabbing title and abstract, Wiseman et alia do actually say "Although the originators of NLP didn't view 'constructed' thoughts as lies, this notion has become commonplace, leading many NLP practitioners to claim that it is possible to gain a useful insight into whether someone is lying from their eye-movements." To the extent that any did, they can now stop misrepresenting NLP. However, the only place Wiseman et alia actually found their hypothesis advocated was on two videos on YouTube. They claim that "two well known YouTube videos encouraging lie detectors to adopt this approach have received 30,000 and 60,000 views respectively."

Richard Gray, an NLP Trainer, says in his article, referenced by the current Wiseman et alia research "For most right-handed people eye movement up and to the left is a signal that they are attempting to access a visual memory. Movement up and to the right usually signals that the client is constructing a visual image. Auditory patterns follow the same leftright pattern, left for remembered, right for constructed (Grinder & Bandler, p. 80 ff., Bandler & Grinder, 1979). When a client is asked a concrete question "Where were you last night?"-eye movement up or over to the right might suggest that he or she is constructing a response, not recalling one. This in itself may indicate valuable lines for further investigation." This
hardly constitutes a claim that the person is lying. Vrij and Lochun, also referenced in this study, emphasize, in complete contradiction to the research presuppositions, that: "It is important to note that NLP-theorists never mention the possibility of detecting lies by observing eye movements, nevertheless some police officers believe that it is possible to do so."

**Earlier Research On The Real NLP Eye Movement Phenomenon**

Wiseman et alia say with some correctness that "Throughout the 1980s researchers examined many of the claims made by NLP practitioners. Much of this work assessed the alleged relationship between eye-movement and modality of thought, and involved recording participants' eye-movements whilst asking them questions that encouraged to recall visual and auditory memories (e.g., 'What colour is the front door of your house?', 'Can you describe the sound of your mother's voice?'). This work consistently failed to support the claims of NLP." Noting that this failure to gather support was a result both of NLP's original lack of clarity and of untrained observers doing the research, Eric Einspruch and Bruce Foreman said in their 1985 review of research on NLP; "Many skilled NLP Practitioners have a wealth of clinical data indicating that this model is highly effective. Clearly these Practitioners would provide a service to the field by presenting their data in the literature so they may be critically evaluated."

However, it is also true that research supporting this particular small part of the NLP model does exist, and did even at the time of Wiseman's study. Some researchers have managed to combine research conditions with the requirements for training identified by Einspruch and Foreman. For example, Dr Susan Nate (Nate 2004) completed a research study of 50 children aged between 8 and 12 years old, both boys and girls, of White American, Hispanic American, Native American, Black American and Asian American ethnic identity. Two NLP trained examiners asked the children a series of 23 questions and wrote down their observed eye movements, while a video camera recorded the results. A chi square data analysis of the results was done, but the conclusions were also immediately obvious and confirmed the NLP eye accessing cue model. There was no difference in results by age, sex, ethnic group or handedness.

Susan Nate's study consistently confirmed the NLP model in all ways except one. While a small percentage of children had the eye cues reversed from left to right, this did not seem to be predicted by their handedness. Three children (6%) had the visual eye cues only reversed, and two children (4%) had all cues reversed. The two children with all cues reversed were both right handed. Nine children (18%) looked straight ahead rather than up on some of the visual recall questions, which has been hypothesized to be a result of the information being more easily available. Some children's eye movements were far more
dramatic, taking more time and swinging further to the direction required. More compact movements were associated with faster retrieval times. Some children showed clear "lead" systems (initial meta-accessing before accessing a direction answering the question; one of the key elements requiring training to detect), to use the NLP term. One child, for example, had to repeat every singly question to himself in auditory digital (with the relevant eye movement) before finding the answer in the usual place.

Other research solves the problem of observer bias versus untrained observational failure in novel ways. Because of the systemic nature of the brain, the developers of NLP proposed that if thinking visually causes your eyes to be drawn up more, then placing the eyes up more will help you to visualize. Specifically, looking up to the left (for most people) will help them recall images they have seen before. Dr F. Loiselle at the University of Moncton in New Brunswick, Canada (1985) tested this. He selected 44 average spellers, as determined by their pretest on memorizing nonsense words. Instructions in the experiment, where the 44 were required to memorize another set of nonsense words, were given on a computer screen. The 44 were divided into four subgroups for the experiment.

- Group One were told to visualize each word in the test, while looking up to the left.
- Group Two were told to visualize each word while looking down to the right.
- Group Three were told to visualize each word (no reference to eye position).
- Group Four were simply told to study the word in order to learn it.

The results on testing immediately after were that Group One (who did actually look up left more than the others, but took the same amount of time) increased their success in spelling by 25%, Group Two worsened their spelling by 15%, Group Three increased their success by 10%, and Group Four scored the same as previously. This strongly suggests that looking up left (Visual Recall in NLP terms) enhances the recall of words for spelling, and is twice as effective as simply teaching students to picture the words. Furthermore, looking down right (Kinesthetic in NLP terms) damages the ability to visualize the words. Interestingly, in a final test some time later (testing retention), the scores of Group One remained constant, while the scores of the control group, Group Four, plummeted a further 15%, a drop which was consistent with standard learning studies. The resultant difference in memory of the words for these two groups was 61%.

Thomas Malloy at the University of Utah Department of Psychology completed a study with three groups of spellers, again pretested to find average spellers. One group were taught the NLP "spelling strategy" of looking up and to the left into Visual Recall, one group were taught
a strategy of sounding out by phonetics and auditory rules, and one were given no new information. In this study the tests involved actual words. Again, the visual recall spellers improved 25%, and had near 100% retention one week later. The group taught the auditory strategies improved 15% but this score dropped 5% in the following week. The control group showed no improvement. (Dilts and Epstein, 1995).

Another intriguing way to test the hypothesis is to check whether people look to the left when referring to the past and look to the right when they refer to the future, and whether they gesture in those directions and even find it easier to respond to questions about past or future from each direction. Boroditsky (2000) tested the relationship between time and space by posing questionnaires to Standford University undergraduates and it was found that there was an obvious relationship between spatial schemas and perception of time. A reaction time method was then adopted by Santiago and his colleagues (2007), who tested the spatial relation of left/right in the person's cognitive conception of time. They found that reaction times were faster when past words were mapped onto the left key and similarly, future words with the right key. Abdul Rahman (2011) confirmed the relationship in another cultural setting in 2011.

**Eye Accessing Cues Research 2015**

In 2015, scientists finally detected the exact neurological response that generates what NLP calls "eye accessing cues". The only thing not researched yet is that the movements to different places indicate activation of different areas of the brain. This research emerged out of studies of REM (Rapid Eye Movement) sleep, the phase when dreaming happens. It had always been known that eye movements to the sides occur during this sleep, and it was hypothesized that maybe sleepers are scanning things in their dream images. However even people blind from birth have these movements. The next part of the puzzle was that researchers noticed that these eye movements during sleep are similar to those that happen when awake people imagine a new image.

Finally, scanning people's brains while asleep, researchers from Tel Aviv University found that there was a burst in the activity of neurons that occurred just after the person's eyes flickered. This activity reflected a change of concept or scene (not image processing) during sleep. The scientists demonstrated that this was the same brain activity that occurred when awake patients were shown pictures, especially those related to their memories. "About a 0.3 seconds after the picture appears, these neurons burst -- they become vigorously active," Dr. Yuval Nir, who co-authored the study published in Nature Communications, explained to BBC News. "This also happens when people just close their eyes and imagine these pictures, or these concepts."
The new research was conducted over a period of four years, using data collected from 39 individuals who suffer from epilepsy. The patients already had electrodes implanted in their brains to try and help manage their seizures, and this allowed Dr. Nir the perfect chance to measure the activity of around 40 individual neurons -- mainly within the medial temporal lobe located towards the bottom of the brain -- while the volunteers slept. Dr. Nir told New Scientist magazine "Every time you move your eyes, a new image forms in the mind's eye." (Andrillon et alia, 2015). And this is exactly what NLP has been saying.

The new frontier for this research (and it requires a further study as unique as the one done by Dr Nir's team - which remember, was a result of the fortuitous placement of electrodes in patients' brains) will be to identify which movements trigger which types of remembered or constructed experiences. My money, looking at the above studies as well as our work in NLP, is on the NLP chart above!
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In 2017 Richard Bolstad was the first winner of the ANLP Award - NLP Internationally Category

The judges commented "Richard’s nomination stood out to us as we could really see the difference he has made being an international NLP trainer in many parts of the world. He delivers with integrity and precision and has offered some invaluable help to people traumatised in the aftermath of earthquakes in New Zealand and Japan. He has also provided help in the aftermath of war in Eastern European countries. He has been described as “modest and very personable” and reading about the difference his NLP work has made, especially in response to a crisis, is pretty amazing."